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KeyMacro is a free and open-source software utility, which lets you remap any keyboard button to any command.
You can also set macro commands to pre-defined key combinations in order to speed up your workflow. Features: Support all 32-bit and 64-bit Windows operating systems - Set a keyboard macro for any command in any
application, including some existing ones (such as the new Notepad++) - Free and easy to use - No setup or
installation required Refresher is a quick-launching refreshing watermarking software. With a mere drag-and-drop
action, it will add an watermark on the screen, effectively protecting your PC from being viewed by others. With a
set of configurable options, you can customize the watermark image, text color, as well as the background color.
You can also choose from a wide range of skins and backgrounds, and preview the watermark with your favorite
one. Once you're satisfied with it, you can either save it as a preset, or apply it to every launched program. And if
you'd like to experiment and edit the existing watermark, you can do so with its easy-to-use editor. As for other
features, you can easily lock the program via the Hotkey function, change the watermark image size, adjust the
orientation of the watermark, rotate the orientation, as well as even set the watermark to stay on-screen indefinitely.
PCViz is a handy and effective program that allows you to view and modify your PC's memory. It is designed to be
more friendly and flexible than the standard 'task manager' and can offer more detail information. Features
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include: - Display the running programs and their usage by process, working set and memory consumption, so you
can see the real memory usage of every process at a glance. - Show detailed information of each process, including
CPU usage, CPU type, memory size, address space, private and shared memory and more. - See any progress of a
task in a form of a graphical display. - Monitor the PC's CPU and memory resources, allowing you to easily find
any program or other activities consuming excessive resources. - Monitor the system's total memory usage and
usage of different memory pools. - Change the view of a tree in the running programs by size, position, duration,
etc. - See the detailed information of any process and its network connections. - Open any program or 77a5ca646e
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What if you could wake up in the morning to a neatly organized inbox of all your email messages? Do you have a
problem with remembering which emails were sent to you and when? Would you like your inbox to be cleaned by
itself on a regular basis? Portable Gmail Notifier Pro is a unique solution to these problems. It is a lightweight
application that does not depend on additional hardware or software. This small piece of software is a full desktop
replacement and provides you with a fantastic visual experience! Portable Gmail Notifier Pro Key features: - Set
up and manage several email accounts (Gmail, Yahoo! Mail, MSN, AIM, AOL, etc.) - Discover and synchronize
your email with a feed from popular services - View detailed information about your mail messages, and use
keywords to search for particular information - Manage POP3 and IMAP email accounts - Set up multiple mail
accounts simultaneously - Set up various email signatures - Monitor changes in your inbox - Preserve your email
messages for safe keeping - Manage your received and sent mail - Work with multiple calendars and tasks - View
received and sent mail - Customize all notifications to your personal liking - Control your settings in a safe and noninvasive way - Customize the desktop appearance - View and set up user-defined rules for your notifications Customize your software’s main window and other aspects of the user interface - Configure your software’s
capabilities - Export settings to a portable file (exported to a MS Windows Vista or earlier format) - Keep your
settings - Customize your application to fit your needs - Display your application's name and version number Access the application's help file - Read email messages and even reply to them with custom messages - Manage
email accounts and update to new mail on the go - Display your mail in a small and beautiful user interface - Sort
and filter your incoming mail in many useful ways - Manage the contents of your inbox and receive and send
messages from any account - Access your lists and manage your tasks - Use keywords to search for a particular
mail message - Email notifications can be enabled or disabled - Incoming mail can be automatically deleted Adjust the size and location of email notifications - Assign tasks to a custom calendar - Schedule emails and tasks
with a time interval - Create and manage folders - Send and receive emails - Manage mail forwarding

What's New in the Portable Gmail Notifier Pro?
The free edition of Gmail Notifier Pro allows you to set up multiple email accounts and make Google Calendar
notifications. If you plan to configure multiple mailboxes, it might be useful to use the paid version instead. You
can purchase Portable Gmail Notifier Pro for Windows, Mac and Linux for $9.99 at the author's web site. The free
edition of Gmail Notifier Pro allows you to set up multiple email accounts and make Google Calendar
notifications. If you plan to configure multiple mailboxes, it might be useful to use the paid version instead. You
can purchase Portable Gmail Notifier Pro for Windows, Mac and Linux for $9.99 at the author's web site. Auto
Patch - Automatic update of Windows software applications. Auto Updater - Updates the program's databases
automatically. Rename - Renames a file or directory by extracting the contents of it and replacing the contents of
an existing file. Simplify - The goal of this feature is to find a program or file that needs to be updated and to
automatically update it. If it is not the main task of the program, or if it is an addon for a program that has a built-in
updater, it will not be used. Auto Disk Categorizer - Assists in the identification and deletion of unused and
unnecessary files. More Links System Requirements: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8,
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Windows 10 The trial version has been tested on: Windows 7 x64 (English) What's new in Portable Gmail Notifier
Pro 2.1.1: - New: Update Windows Service detection based on the run-time service checking functionality in
Windows 10. - New: Improve error reporting. - Fixed: Improper operation of the application in the case when there
are two or more local profiles of the same user on the same machine. - Fixed: Incorrect sorting of the notification
rules due to the change in the number of filters. - Fixed: Incorrect operation of the application in the case when a
web domain, which is not a Gmail address, is used. - Fixed: Incorrect operation of the application if a proxy is not
detected. - Fixed: Incorrect operation of the application in the case when a folder with the special characters
(punctuation marks) has been used for storing email messages in IMAP. - Fixed: Incorrect operation of the
application in the case when a notification message has been received from an IMAP account. - Fixed: Incorrect
operation of the application in the case when a password is entered during the initialization of the program. - Fixed:
Incorrect operation of the application in the case when the modified time of the file is not updated. - Fixed:
Incorrect
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System Requirements:
Windows® XP/Vista 20MB available hard disk space 500MB of free RAM 400 MHz Pentium III CPU or
equivalent Mac® OS X® v10.5 (Tiger) 400 MHz CPU Hard Drives DVD-ROM Drive DVD player with DVD-R
drive Macs® have optical drives in the SuperDrive, which is really a USB device. You will need a USB DVD drive
to install
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